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Abstract—With the current advances of mobile computing technology, we are witnessing an explosion in the development of
applications that provide mobile users with a wide range of services. In this paper, we present a system that supports distributed
processing of continuous location-dependent queries in mobile environments. The system that we propose presents the following main
advantages: 1) it is a general solution for the processing of location-dependent queries in scenarios where not only the users issuing
queries, but also other interesting objects can move; 2) it performs an efficient processing of these queries in a continuous way; 3) it is
especially well adapted to environments where location data are distributed in a network and processing tasks can be performed in
parallel, allowing a high scalability; and 4) it optimizes wireless communications. We use mobile agents to carry the processing tasks
wherever they are needed. Thus, agents are in charge of tracking the location of interesting moving objects and refreshing the answer
to a query efficiently. We evaluate the usefulness of the presented proposal showing that the system achieves a good precision and
scales up well.
Index Terms—Distributed processing of continuous location queries, tracking moving objects, mobile agents.
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INTRODUCTION

T

HE continuous development and improvement of wireless networks and mobile computing devices, together
with their challenging limitations, has motivated an intense
research effort in mobile data services; according to
Strategis Group, there will be one billion wireless subscribers worldwide on 3G networks by the year 2010.1
While most of these services are the counterpart of those
available in desktop computers, there exist other applications that exploit the dynamic features of the mobile
environment to provide the user with context-aware
information. Specifically, perspectives are that the location-based services economy will reach $100 billion by 2008
[34]. In this paper, we focus on continuous locationdependent queries, which are still a subject of research
mainly due to the lack of a general architecture that is well
adapted to process them efficiently. A sample locationdependent query is “show me the available taxi cabs within
three miles of my current location,” which could be very
useful, for example, for a user looking for an available taxi
cab while walking home in a rainy day. In the following, we
introduce the features considered by our approach, first for

the location-dependent queries and next for the query
processing. We finish this section with a summary of the
contributions of our proposal.

1.1 Location Queries: Supported Features
In the following, we present the three main features of the
location queries processed by our system:
.

1. http://www.mobileinfo.com/Market/market_outlook.htm (accessed
30 May 2005).
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The queries are treated as continuous queries since the
set of objects that satisfy the conditions specified in a
location-dependent query can change very quickly
due to the mobility of the involved objects (its
answer depends on the location of such moving
objects). For example, if a user asks about the nearest
hotel while driving through the downtown of a large
city, the expiry time [35] of the returned answer
could be very short because with small displacements of the car a different hotel could be the
nearest. Thus, the answer to continuous queries
must be updated continuously at a certain refreshment frequency (e.g., update the answer every
5 seconds) until they are cancelled by the user, as
opposite to the traditional instantaneous queries for
which only a single answer is obtained. Moreover,
we adopt a different approach from those who
propose updating the answer as soon as a change is
detected; the cost of those approaches is unbounded
as the answer could be changing continually!
The answer to a location query can depend on the
location of any object in the scenario. This kind of
location queries are called moving queries in the
literature [6] because the geographic areas they are
interested in change with the movements of the
objects referenced by such queries. By contrast, most
commercial solutions only allow queries about static
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objects (e.g., restaurants, gas stations) around the
current location of the user that posed such queries.
The user could be interested not only in the set of
objects that satisfy the constraints in the query (as
they do, for example, in [6], [24]), but also in their
current geographic location (for instance, to locate
such objects on a map). Therefore, the query
processing approach must aim at providing location-aware answers, which also advises the refreshment of the answer with a certain frequency.

1.2

Location Query Processing: Challenges and
How to Face Them
Location query processing techniques should meet the
following two features: 1) to be suitable for a distributed
environment and 2) to refresh the answer to continuous
queries efficiently. We explain these goals in the following.
1.2.1 Distributed Query Processing
While the inherent distribution of the moving objects
themselves suggests a distributed approach for the query
processing, many existing works reduce the problem to a
centralized query processing [28], [41], [42]. In our opinion,
for scalability, performance, and feasibility reasons, it is not
convenient to assume that there exists a centralized
computer which is aware of the locations of all the moving
objects of interest in the scenario (there could be millions of
moving objects spread out over a very large geographic
area). While other works such as MobiEyes [6] distribute the
query processing, they suffer several disadvantages. For
example, their approach can overload user devices and
increase their wireless communications efforts, as they rely
on certain availability of processing and memory capabilities of the user devices in order to process queries on them.
As opposed to these proposals, we advocate a distributed approach where a set of fixed computers, called
proxies, manage the location information of moving objects
within a certain geographic area, which we call proxy area.
For example, in a cellular network [26], a proxy area is
obtained as the union of the coverage areas of one or more
base stations. At each proxy, a Data Management System
(DMS) module is in charge of storing and providing
location data about moving objects within that proxy area.
We would like to stress that we are not concerned about
the problem of how a DMS is aware of the location of
moving objects; for example, it could receive location
updates from GPS-equipped moving objects (that data can
be efficiently stored in a DOMINO database [41] or
processed on the fly [2]), or it could explicitly locate the
moving objects when needed.
Thus, a query processing approach distributed among
proxies provides important added benefits:
.

.

User devices are not overloaded and wireless communications with them are not increased as the query
processing is performed on wired computers.
The performance of the query processing is increased.
Thus, queries concerning different geographic areas
(e.g., queries about taxi cabs around the O’Hare and
Midway airports in Chicago) are processed in
parallel as they do not interfere each other.

.

.
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The addition of new proxies and/or redefinition of their
coverage areas to support more users/objects and/
or balance the system load can be done transparently.
The service availability can be easily enhanced, as the
replication of data and functionalities is also easy to
achieve with a distributed architecture.

1.2.2 Efficient Refreshment of the Answer
It is not possible to provide a completely precise snapshot of
the locations of moving objects, due to two reasons: 1) the
locations of all the moving objects cannot be measured and
obtained at exactly the same time instant and 2) any existing
positioning method incurs some error. However, by
considering a query whose answer is continuously updated,
we get a snapshot of the scenario good enough to show how
it evolves over time.
Special difficulties arise from the need of keeping the
answer to continuous queries up to date while optimizing
the wireless communications. If we consider a continuous
query as just a sequence of instantaneous queries that are
periodically evaluated, we will probably not be able to
refresh the answer with the required frequency, due to the
involved remote data access delays and initialization overhead. To process continuous queries efficiently, we propose
a dynamic tracking architecture that adapts itself to the
movements of the relevant objects. For that task, we advocate
the use of mobile agents to track the interesting moving
objects and optimize the wireless communications. Mobile
agents can move to remote computers to achieve their goals,
avoiding the need of installing specialized server processes
on every machine to provide remote access. Besides, mobile
agents ease the addition of new services once the system is
working: New agents with new functionalities can travel to
the user device or proxies without reinstalling anything
there. Mobile agents are very convenient for this context2 not
only from a design and implementation point of view (they
“implement” a distributed query processing approach
easily), but they also exhibit a good performance [23], [33].
1.3

Summary of Our Proposal and Main
Contributions
We present in this article a flexible, extensible, and scalable
distributed architecture based on mobile agents for the
continuous processing of location-dependent queries. As far
as we know, no other work proposes a completely decentralized
solution for continuous moving queries without overloading user
wireless devices. Furthermore, as opposed to other proposals,
we aim for providing location-aware answers instead of just
computing the set of objects that satisfy certain conditions.
The use of mobile agents brings many benefits in this
context. Last but not least, our solution does not make any
assumption regarding: 1) The precision of the location data,
that can be obtained using different positioning methods
with different precision [9], whether they are GPS-based or
network-based, 2) the way that this location information is
managed (e.g., stored in databases, estimated using
predefined trajectories, or pulled on demand from the
2. The study of the security implications is out of the scope of this paper.
We refer interested readers to [39].
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Fig. 1. Sample query.

moving objects themselves), and 3) the set of proxies that
manage and provide these data. Our system works for any
number of data sources and even when these sources, and
the way that the data are distributed among them, change
dynamically.
In our proposal, the information presented to the user is as
recent as possible, which makes our system suitable for both
online (see [40] for an example) and offline analysis (see [43])
of location data. However, in this work, we focus on online
query processing, as it is the most demanding scenario.
In the rest of the paper, we describe and validate our
query processing approach, whose basic architecture was
presented in [10]. In Section 2, we describe the types of
location-dependent queries that we consider. We explain in
Section 3 our query processing approach and how the
system tracks the objects relevant to a query. In Section 4,
we evaluate the performance of our approach, namely, its
precision and scalability. In Section 5, we describe some
related work, and finally conclusions and future work are
included in Section 6.

2

LOCATION-DEPENDENT QUERIES

In this section, we present, using an SQL-like syntax, the
kind of location queries that our system processes. We
would like to mention that the definition of a new language
is probably not necessary as we could adapt some of the
existing query languages for moving objects proposed in
the literature (such as [8]). In the used syntax, location
queries have the following structure:
SELECT
FROM
WHERE

projections
set-of-objects
Boolean-conditions

where projections is the list of attributes that we want to
retrieve from the selected objects, set-of-objects is a list of
object classes that identify the objects interesting to the
query, and Boolean-conditions is a Boolean expression that
selects objects from those included in set-of-objects by
restricting their attribute values or demanding the satisfaction of certain location-dependent constraints (explained later).
For example, the query in Fig. 1 asks for police units (i.e.,
police stations, policemen, and police cars according to the
class hierarchy that we consider in our prototype) that are
within 0.56 miles around car38 (a stolen car), and the police
cars within 0.42 miles around policeCar5 (the current chaser
police car).
For each location-dependent constraint of a query, the
following definitions are managed:

Reference object: the object that is the reference of the
constraint. In the sample query, there exist two
reference objects: car38 for the constraint inside(0.56
miles, ‘car38’, policeUnit), and policeCar5 for the
constraint inside(0.42 miles, ‘policeCar5’, policeCar).
. Target class: the class of objects that are the target of
the constraint. In the sample query, there exist two
target classes: policeUnit for the constraint inside(0.56 miles, ‘car38’, policeUnit), and policeCar for
the constraint inside(0.42 miles, ‘policeCar5’, policeCar).
The instances of a target class are called target objects.
. Relevant objects: the reference and target objects
involved in the constraint. In the first constraint of
the sample query, the relevant objects are car38 and
the police units, while in the second constraint they
are policeCar5 and the rest of police cars.
The main location-dependent constraints defined in our
system are:
.

Inside(r, ref-obj, target-class). It filters out the instances
of target-class that are not inside a circular area of
radius r around ref-obj, returning true otherwise.
. Outside(r, ref-obj, target-class). The complementary
constraint of “inside.”
. Nearest(n, ref-obj, target-class). It filters out the
instances of target-class that are not among the n
nearest to ref-obj, returning true otherwise.
. Furthest(n, ref-obj, target-class). It filters out the
instances of target-class that are not among the n
furthest to ref-obj, returning true otherwise.
Besides, we define the function Distance(ref-obj, targetobj), which obtains the distance between ref-obj and targetobj, and can be used in the FROM clause.
As shown in Table 1, most of these constraints can be
expressed in terms of an inside constraint, so in the rest of
the paper we will focus on the processing of inside
constraints. In the table, we assume that there is a
maximum radius r0 that delimits the area of interesting
objects3 and ROWNUM  n is an expression (borrowed
from Oracle SQL syntax) that delimits the size of the output.
Of course, some optimizations are possible during the
processing of these constraints. For example, an outside
constraint does not need to be implemented as two inside
constraints: instead, the system can retrieve the objects in
the difference set with just one query. Constraints such as
nearest [30] have been extensively studied in a centralized
context, although these works focus on returning the objects
in the answer, not also their current locations as we do.
.

3. In practice, it makes no sense to query about all the objects in the
world, so r0 determines the maximum geographic area of interest.
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TABLE 1
Equivalence between Noninside Location-Dependent Constraints and Inside Constraints

3

QUERY PROCESSING APPROACH

In this section, we explain the main steps of our query
processing approach (see Fig. 2). We call monitors to the
computers (or devices) of the users that pose queries. The
main component in a monitor is the application that
answers location-dependent queries and keeps the retrieved data up to date. When the user issues a query, the
application creates a QueryMonitor agent in charge of such a
query, and then the query is processed according to the
following steps.

Fig. 2. Main steps to process location queries.

3.1 Step 0: Obtaining of the Location Query
In a context where the user could be driving or walking
while posing location queries, it is important to provide
him/her with convenient mechanisms to interact with the
system. Thus, the ideal user interface would consist of: 1) a
voice recognition system to allow the user to verbally
express a location query and 2) a graphical user interface
and a text-to-speech engine to let the user listen to the
answer. Although this is outside our expertise and research
interest, we have performed a first step in this direction by
implementing a simple natural language processor [1],
based on a semantic grammar (a free-context grammar
enriched with semantic information), that transforms a
limited subset of location queries expressed in natural
language into an SQL-like format. For example, a query
such as “Give me the police units within 0.56 miles around
car38 and give me the police cars, different from policeCar5,
within 0.42 miles from policeCar5 too” can be translated to
the SQL-like query shown in Fig. 1.
3.2 Step 1: Analysis of the Location Query
In this step, the QueryMonitor agent transforms the user
query into an intermediate specification in the following
way: 1) For each constraint in the query, the reference object
and its target class are obtained, and 2) for each target class of
each reference object, a relevant area is obtained. Furthermore, by considering the maximum speed of relevant
objects and the answer refreshment frequency specified by
the user for that query, an extended area for each relevant
area is obtained. Extended areas are used together with a
location prediction mechanism (see Section 4) in order to
improve the fault-tolerance of the system. The main goal of
extended areas is to be aware of the relevant objects that could
enter/leave the relevant area between refreshments. Thus, the
radius of extended areas is computed according to the
following formula:
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TABLE 2
Extended Areas for the Sample Query

TABLE 3
Standard Queries for Location Constraints in the Sample Query

extArearadius ðr; ref -class; target-classÞ
¼ r þ ðmaxSpeed ref -class þ maxSpeed target-class Þ  T ;
where r is the relevant area radius, maxSpeedcls is the
maximum speed of objects in class cls, and T is the
refreshment period. In the formula, maximum speeds are
added because the fastest way for an outer object to enter
the relevant area is that the outer object and the
corresponding reference object face each other at their
maximum speeds. Similarly, the fastest way for an inner
object to leave the relevant area is moving in the opposite
direction of the reference object, both at their maximum
speeds. In the sample query and considering that the
maximum speed of cars is 100 mph, the maximum speed of
police cars (the fastest police unit) is 120 mph, and the
refreshment period is 5 seconds, we obtain the radius for
the extended areas shown in Table 2.
Extended areas play a very important role when the
answer to a query cannot be updated in time for whatever
reason. In that case the answer is refreshed by estimating,
using a location predictor, the current locations of objects in
the extended area of the last answer. Notice that, as
explained before, an extended area includes all the objects
that can enter/exit its relevant area between refreshments.
See Section 3.6 for more details about how the location of
objects in extended areas are used by location predictors.
We would like to point out that, although the system
retrieves the target objects inside the extended areas, only
the target objects inside the relevant areas will be presented
to the user.

3.3 Step 2: Obtaining of Standard Queries
The goal of this step is to transform an SQL-like location
query into standard queries that can be used to retrieve
target objects from DMSs (e.g., into plain SQL if DMSs are
relational databases). For each target class of each reference
object, one standard query is obtained, as shown in Table 3.
See in the table that location data are timestamped with the
time when they were obtained, and those standard queries
are based on the location of reference objects. For the query
on the left, refx and refy correspond to the location of car38,
and refx and refy in the query on the right must be replaced
by the location of policeCar5.
3.4 Step 3: Deployment of a Network of Agents
The system deploys a network of agents to perform the
query processing in a distributed manner. We use the
scenario shown in Fig. 3 to illustrate the different steps in
the agent network deployment. In that figure, small white
circles represent target objects, small black circles indicate
the reference objects of the user query, and dashed ellipses
represent the proxy areas. We assume that the system must
retrieve the small white circles inside the circular areas
drawn around the small black circles (i.e., the relevant
objects inside the extended areas). Notice that not only can
the small white circles move, but the small black circles can
also change their location at any time; therefore, the areas
the user is interested in will move over time.
The following are the main tasks performed in this step:
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Fig. 3. Tracking based on mobile agents: agent network deployment.

1.

The QueryMonitor agent sends a MonitorTracker
mobile agent to the proxy in charge of the monitor’s
location, which is the proxy that provides the
monitor with wireless coverage and, therefore, it is
known by the monitor. The MonitorTracker performs three main tasks: 1) to follow the monitor
wherever it goes (moving from proxy to proxy with
the goal of staying close to the user, according to the
approach proposed in works such as [21], [3]), 2) to
store the data requested by the user in case of
disconnection of the monitor, and 3) to efficiently
refresh the data that the QueryMonitor must present
to the user, minimizing the wireless communications
with the monitor. For the third task, the MonitorTracker creates a Tracker mobile agent to track the
location of each reference object and process the
standard queries related to such a reference object.

2.

Trackers move to the proxy which handles the
location data of its reference object. In our prototype,
if the reference object is detected by several proxies
(proxy areas can overlap), the Tracker moves to the
proxy geographically closer to the reference object;
this information is obtained by querying the proxy
infrastructure. Trackers perform three main tasks
continually: 1) to stay on the proxy that manages the
location of its reference object, traveling from proxy
to proxy when needed in order to request its location
locally, 2) to detect and process new locations of its
reference object by querying the corresponding DMS
at its proxy, and 3) to detect and process, with the
help of Updater agents, the location of target objects
that satisfy the constraints where such a reference
object appears.

3.

The Tracker agent creates one Updater agent on each
proxy whose area intersects the extended area of the
reference object; these proxies are obtained by
querying a proxy catalog which stores information
about the proxies (IP address, location, proxy area,
etc.). The idea is to keep an eye on any possible way to
enter the extended area of the reference object.
Updater agents are initialized with the corresponding

Fig. 4. Scenario for the sample query.

standard query after the Tracker agent replaces refx
and refy by the current location of its reference object.
The goal of Updaters is to detect the location of target
objects by executing its standard query against the
DMS on its proxy at the required refreshment
frequency.
Someone could think of sharing agents among queries;
thus, for example, there could be only one Updater agent on
each proxy to perform the tasks corresponding to the
processing of all the location queries involving that proxy.
However, it could happen that this agent needs to execute
different standard queries at different frequencies, so it would
be very frequent for this agent to have to execute different
tasks at the same time, which is not possible using just one
thread. As the performance of several agents performing a
single task is comparable to the performance of a single
agent with several threads (one for each task), we do not
advocate sharing agents.
We show in Fig. 4 the agent network deployment for the
sample query shown in Fig. 1. In the figure, the MonitorTracker agent is first sent to Proxy6. Then, the MonitorTracker creates two Tracker agents: One travels to Proxy4 (to track
car38) and the other travels to Proxy1 (to track policeCar5).
These Tracker agents are initialized with the left and right
standard query in Table 3, respectively. After that, the
Tracker agent on Proxy4 sends Updater agents to Proxy3,
Proxy4, and Proxy5. Those Updater agents are initialized
with the first standard query after its Tracker agent has
replaced refx and refy by the current location of car38.
Similarly, the Tracker agent on Proxy1 sends Updater agents
to Proxy1, Proxy2, and Proxy3, and initializes them with the
second standard query after replacing refx and refy by the
current location of policeCar5.
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MonitorTracker to the proxy of the monitor and 2) at each
refreshment when the MonitorTracker sends a new answer
to the QueryMonitor. Any other communication occurs
among proxies using the fixed network.

3.6 Step 5: Continuous Processing
Continuous queries keep active until they are cancelled by
the user. Thus, we must perform two related tasks: 1) to
keep the network of agents ready to obtain an answer
according to the current location of the reference objects and
2) to update the answer to the query automatically. We
explain these two tasks in the following.

Fig. 5. Data presented to the user for the sample query.

3.5 Step 4: Execution of Standard Queries
Each Updater agent executes its standard query against the
DMS of the proxy where it resides, with the goal of
retrieving the location of relevant target objects and
communicating the necessary data to its Tracker agent.
Every agent in the network correlates the results received
from its underlying agents and communicates its own results
to its creator agent. Thus, data obtained by Updater agents
are sent to its corresponding Tracker agent,4 which performs
the timestamp-based union of the results obtained from all
its Updater agents.5 Each Tracker agent sends its results to its
MonitorTracker, which computes the timestamp-base intersection/union of the results of constraints joined by and/or
logical operators, respectively, and sends the final answer to
the QueryMonitor, which presents it to the user.
In the example, the data obtained by the QueryMonitor
(the relevant objects inside extended areas) are the following: policeCar3, policeCar1, policeCar2, policeman2, policeStation2, and policeStation3 for the constraint inside(0.56
miles, ’car38’, policeUnit), and policeCar4 for the constraint
inside(0.42 miles, ’policeCar5’, policeCar). We show in Fig. 5 a
snapshot of our prototype in the given scenario. Notice that
our prototype uses the location information of the retrieved
objects to locate them in the scenario map; all the objects
within the extended area are shown to provide the user
with extra information about the surroundings of the
answer. However, only the objects inside the relevant areas
are shown as the query answer (the bottom right tables in
Fig. 5): policeCar2 is not included in the answer to the
constraint inside(0.56 miles, ’car38’, policeUnit) because it is
outside the relevant area.
Notice that the only wireless data transfer occurs: 1) at
query initialization when the QueryMonitor sends the
4. The mobile agent platform provides the system with agent location
transparency and reliable message delivery [5], so messages reach their
target agents even if they move.
5. If two agents return a different location for the same moving object, the
one with the newest timestamp is considered.

3.6.1 Maintenance of the Network of Agents
While a continuous query is active, the deployed network of
agents must adapt to changes in the locations of moving
objects. For example, as a reference object moves, its
associated areas move too. Therefore, the associated Tracker
agent must rearrange its network of Updater agents and
update their standard queries with the new location of the
reference object. Besides, if a reference object disappears
from its current proxy the Tracker agent needs to identify
the new proxy in charge of the location of its reference
object and travel there. In case the reference object becomes
undetectable, the Tracker will poll the proxy infrastructure
periodically. As we do not assume any underlying networkbased cell-tracking infrastructure (objects could be located
by using sensors, GPS, WiFi, etc.), our system provides a
general mechanism to detect when a moving object changes
to another proxy area (we do this by continuously
monitoring the object with a certain tracking frequency).
Thus, for example, the Tracker detects that a reference
object has disappeared from its current proxy because the
current proxy cannot provide the location of the reference
object anymore. When this happens, the Tracker gets the
new proxy (by asking proxies in charge of “neighbor”
geographic areas about the location of the object6) and
travels there to continue the tracking locally; thus, it avoids
remote requests about the location of the reference object.
Predicting the location of the reference object when it
cannot be detected is not a good idea. Any error in this
prediction would have a great impact on the accuracy of
our query processing: Objects belong to the query answer or
not depending on their distances to the reference object
location! The user will be warned about this situation if it
continues for a long time.
In a similar way, the MonitorTracker must follow the
monitor (the user and his/her device) in order to keep as
close to him/her as possible. For that task, it must check,
with the tracking frequency, that the monitor is still on the
same proxy. When the monitor moves to another area, the
MonitorTracker agent moves to the new proxy. In case the
user device becomes undetectable (e.g., it is powered off or
it is out of coverage), the MonitorTracker will search it by
querying the proxy infrastructure periodically; once found,
it moves to the corresponding proxy.
6. The Tracker could try to predict the current proxy area of its reference
object or apply an iterative technique where the radius of the search is
incremented as necessary, as proposed in nearest neighbors algorithms [15].
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3.6.2 Refreshing the Answer
Data obtained by the QueryMonitor about target objects
could become obsolete whenever those target objects move
to another location. Thus, the answer to a query must be
updated at the refreshment frequency specified by the user.
Every agent in the network executes its refreshment tasks at
the required frequency. In this way, data presented to the
user are up to date.
Our proposal relies on agents that behave responsibly
(they do their refreshment tasks in time) but lazily (they do
their tasks as late as possible taking into account the
communication delays) in order to return, with the required
frequency, the latest snapshot of moving objects that they
can obtain.
It is clear that the higher the refreshment frequency, the
higher the answer quality. However, the highest possible
refreshment frequency depends on the user device processing capabilities and network delays. Therefore, the
refreshment frequency will range from a few seconds to
several minutes, depending on the previous parameters and
the goal of the user application. For example, in a taxi cab
tracking application the answer could be updated every few
seconds (to get location errors in the range of a few meters).
However, for an application that tracks intercity coaches, a
refreshment frequency of one minute would be enough (as
errors of about one mile are probably admissible).
In a dynamic wireless environment, a Tracker could stop
receiving from its Updaters new data about moving objects
included in its last answer. Two possibilities arise: 1) The
object is not within the extended area anymore or 2) it has
disconnected from the network (therefore, it is not
detectable). This second case could lead to incorrect
answers (when this object should be in the answer) and,
therefore, some mechanism to deal with possibly disconnected
objects is required. Two strategies are defined:
Approach supposing frequent sudden change in movement patterns. Based on the previous real location of
the object, the Tracker checks if it could have left the
extended area traveling somehow at its maximum
speed. If so, the object is not considered relevant
anymore. Otherwise, the object is considered to be
disconnected, its current location is predicted and
the object is inserted into the Tracker’s answer with
the predicted location. In this approach, a location is
predicted only when it is clear that the object must
be inside the extended area and, therefore, must be
included in the Tracker’s answer.
. Approach supposing frequent disconnections. The Tracker predicts the expected location of the (possibly)
missing object by using its past movement patterns.
If it should be within the extended area, then it
concludes that the object has disconnected from the
network and, therefore, automatically inserts the
object in its answer with the predicted location. This
approach believes that disconnections are more
frequent than sudden trajectory and speed changes.
The second approach was chosen to perform our experiments but the other could be chosen instead depending on
.
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the features of moving objects in the scenario where location
queries are executed.
Location predictors and data about extended areas are
also used when an agent is not able to communicate a new
answer to its creator in time. For every object whose
location was not updated since the last refreshment, the
creator agent will predict its current location: The alternative would be supposing that the moving objects
suddenly stopped and present the last answer again!
Describing in detail how agents synchronize with the
goal of returning data as new as possible in a timely
manner, and the problems that arise when some agent
cannot perform its tasks at the required frequency would
require a description that is too extensive. Therefore, we
refer interested readers to [11] and [12], respectively.

4

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe the tests that we have performed
to show the behavior of our system when tracking the
location of moving objects, its accuracy when executing a
continuous location query, and how it scales up when the
number of concurrent location queries and moving objects
increases.
As commented along the paper, our system relies in
some situations on a location prediction mechanism which
exploits data in extended areas. In our prototype, we have
implemented a simple location estimator which approximates the current location of an object by extrapolating its
last three known locations7 (see Section 4.2). Whenever a
real location is received, the previously predicted locations
will not be considered anymore to predict new locations
(the new real location “corrects” the previous predictions).
If we assume that objects follow known trajectories, of
course, more precise estimation techniques can be applied
[42]. In general, while several prediction algorithms are
possible [18], [16], it is not our goal to analyze the best way
of predicting locations but to show the possibilities and
benefits of location prediction along with extended areas.

4.1 Experimental Setup
Unless specified otherwise in the following, the scenario
that we consider in the tests is the one presented in Fig. 4
and the evaluated query is the one in Fig. 1. This query is
executed with a refreshment period of 5 seconds; in our
prototype, we set the tracking period as a 10 percent of the
refreshment period (i.e., 500 ms). To test the system in the
worst case, proxies in this scenario have small coverage
areas and some moving objects follow trajectories through
proxy area limits to force very frequent handoffs.
Each proxy is simulated as a process that replicates only
the necessary functionality and moving objects are simulated by using the IBM Location Transponder [25] that
communicates every second to the corresponding proxies
the actual GPS location of each object (obtained from its
assigned trajectory.8) The six proxies in our scenario are
distributed among a set of five computers Pentium IV
1.7 GHz with Linux and Java 1.5, where a MySQL database
7. These locations are recorded, along with their timestamps, and used to
estimate the next change of orientation and speed.
8. These trajectories are only used with simulation purposes: We do not
use them to improve the query processing performance!
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agents goes beyond about 70 agents; therefore, for the
scalability tests we use SPRINGS, a mobile agent platform
that we have developed, and which will be the subject of a
future paper.
Several log files are created in runtime to evaluate the
real precision of our query processing approach: 1) DMSs
keep updated logs of the real locations of objects under their
proxies, 2) objects without coverage maintain a log of their
locations to test the query processing when locations are
predicted, and 3) the QueryMonitor agent logs the answers
that it obtains for a given query over time.

4.2

Fig. 6. Tracking objects: real and predicted trajectories.

plays the role of DMS to handle the locations of moving
objects within its assigned area.
We simulate the wireless communication with the
monitor by delaying such communication according to the
size of the data sent and a bandwidth of 40 kbps. A random
increase of up to 1 second is also considered to roughly
simulate unreliability. This simulation is enough for our
purposes, as data wireless communications are not very
significant (see Fig. 15). Other works such as [17], [22] try to
simulate wireless communications more accurately. We use
Grasshopper [36] as mobile agent system, which behaves
better than other platforms we tested (Tryllian [37], Voyager
[29]). However, Grasshopper crashes when the number of

Fig. 7. Tracking objects: location error.

Precision of Tracking the Location of
Moving Objects
We present here a test that shows the precision of the
system when tracking every 5 seconds two cars, “car1” and
“car2,” moving at 60.5 mph and 40.3 mph, respectively. In
this test, the Tracker is attached to a fixed location and the
relevant area covers the whole scenario as the purpose is
just to test the technique of tracking moving objects.
When a car becomes disconnected from the network (i.e.,
it goes out of coverage), the Tracker realizes that there is a
car that the Updaters have stopped reporting about. The
Tracker predicts the current location of the car and, as it is
within the relevant area, it concludes that the reason why the
object is no longer reported is that it has disconnected, and
includes it in the answer along with its predicted location.
In Fig. 6, we show a snapshot of our query processor
where we have included, for the purposes of this test, the
real trajectories of the objects, the points used to extrapolate
(squares in the figure), and the predicted trajectories.
In Fig. 7, we show the location error (distance between
the real locations and locations presented to the user at that
time) committed by the query processor at every time
instant. The minimum imprecisions occur every 5 seconds,
corresponding to refreshments of the query answer, where
the error is only due to the time elapsed since a moving
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Fig. 8. Accuracy in the answer set presented to the user.

object’s location is retrieved until that information arrives in
the user device and is presented to the user (moving objects
are moving in the meanwhile!). When the objects become
undetectable (in our example, this happens when they
move between proxy areas), the location error for car1
increases slightly, while the error increase is greater for car2
because of prediction errors. It may attract the reader’s
attention that there is some error even when the objects are
within some proxy area, which seems to be in contradiction
with the general matching between real and predicted
trajectories shown in Fig. 6: The reason is that the query
processor gets location data with a certain delay (the time
dimension is not represented in Fig. 6). In general, errors are
higher for car1 because it moves faster than car2.

4.3 Precision of the Answer Set
In Fig. 8, we evaluate the query processor in terms of
expected answers, considering a refreshment period of 5
seconds and an object speed of 60 mph. The X-axis shows
several time instants (dotted vertical lines represent
refreshments of the answer) and the Y-axis indicates a
number of objects. The continuous dark line indicates the
number of objects in the ideal answer at each moment. Short
vertical lines mean how many extra objects (lines above the
continuous line) and missing objects (lines below the
continuous line) were obtained as answer to the issued
query. For instance, between 0:06 and 0:09 there is one extra
object in the answer presented to the user, and between
01:07 and 01:10 the answer shown to the user does not
include two objects that should appear in that answer. Thus,
short vertical lines represent temporal imprecision of the
query processor, due to the time that it needs to detect a
relevant change in the information provided by proxies.
This error becomes bigger due to the movement of
moving objects. As an example, we show in Fig. 9 a
snapshot for time instant 01:24 of one of our analysis tools;
the left image corresponds to the real scenario and the right
image is the scenario presented to the user: At that time
instant, we can see that policeCar15 should be outside the
relevant area around policeCar5, and policeStation2 should
be inside the relevant area around car38.

4.4

Precision for Different Speed and
Refreshment Periods
In this section, we evaluate the precision of the query
processing for different speeds and refreshment periods.
We show in Fig. 10 the average location error of the objects
in the answer to the location query. As we can see, when the
speed of moving objects increases the error in precision
increases too. However, for low refreshment periods, the
precision error keeps below 0.050 miles even for high speed
moving objects.
4.5 Scalability
In this section, we test the scalability of our system in terms
of the number of queries/users and moving objects.
4.5.1 Impact of the Number of Queries
We analyze how the performance and reliability of our
system is affected by the number of concurrent queries
under processing. In this test, objects move at 40 mph. We
show the average results of 10 executions of each test.
For the scalability tests, we consider a worst-case scenario
from two different points of view:
All the concurrent queries are the same, which
implies that all the queries have the same reference
objects and, therefore, all the Trackers will need to
rearrange the network of agents (move themselves to
other proxies, redeploy Updaters, see Section 3.6.1)
at approximately the same time.
2. Most of the proxies are involved most of the time in
all the queries. However, increasing the number of
queries concerning other geographic areas would
not affect the performance.
We would like to stress that a considerable number of
agents is deployed among the five computers that simulate
the scenario; for example, for 50 queries we have 768 agents
in the system (119 per proxy, on average).
In Fig. 11, we show the influence of the number of
queries on the quality of an answer. We can see how when
the number of queries increases the average location error
1.
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Fig. 9. Locations of objects in the scenario: real (left) and shown to the user (right).

committed by the system increases very slightly. The error
when the number of queries is a low number arises because,
as in other tests, there exists a minimum error due to the
delay to get an answer in a distributed environment.
In Fig. 12, we show how the use of resources on the
proxies changes with the number of queries. This data was
obtained by sampling the CPU and memory usage of each
proxy just before finishing the monitorization of queries.
Notice that there is an initial load in the system even for just
one query: What is important to see is that both the CPU
and memory usage increase slightly with the number of
queries; therefore, many queries would be necessary to
overload the proxies.
The results shown in this section should be considered in
the light of the specific query and the worst-case scenario
tested. Thus, we are considering a query with two reference
objects and two target classes, which could also be specified

Fig. 10. Precision error for different speeds and refreshment periods.

as two different queries (one asking about the policeCar
objects and the other asking about the policeUnit objects):
Therefore, we could double the number of queries labeled
in the X-axis of test graphs. The distributed nature of our
environment implies that a very high number of queries is
required to overload a single proxy.

4.5.2 Impact of the Number of Objects
In this section, we evaluate how our query processing is
affected by the total number of objects in the scenario. For that
purpose, we add in each test a certain number of additional
simulated objects taken randomly from a set of four possible
classes: policeCar, Car, Policeman, and Hospital, with speeds
of 120, 100, 20, and 0 mph, respectively. As simulating this
increasing number of moving objects is not straightforward
with the IBM Location Transponder, we simulate every
object by a thread that communicates its location every
second to its corresponding proxy; these threads are
distributed over a set of four computers to increase the
efficiency of the simulation. Every object is initialized with a

Fig. 11. Impact of the number of queries: error in location.
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Fig. 12. Impact of the number of queries: (a) CPU and (b) memory usage.

Fig. 13. Objects scalability: location error.

random location (if it is a hospital, it will be a location within
coverage; otherwise, as static object, it would remain without
coverage forever) and orientation, which will change
randomly (with a 0.3 probability) every 5 seconds.
In Fig. 13, we can see how the average location error
(error in distance regarding the locations of the objects
detected by the proxies) for the query in Fig. 1 is slightly
affected by the number of objects in the scenario, and it
increases linearly. As we can see in Fig. 14, only a certain
amount of the total number of objects are within coverage (in
our simulation, no more than 20 percent are out of
coverage); from those, only some of them belong to the
classes relevant to the query; and, finally, only a certain
percentage of these are inside the extended areas (about
36 percent of the total number of objects). It may attract the
reader’s attention that the number of objects in the extended
areas is quite large in comparison with the number of objects
in the relevant areas; the reason is that the high speed of the
objects leads to large extended areas which cover almost the
whole scenario, which is obviously a critical situation. The
slight increase in the location error (Fig. 13) is due to a
greater wireless communications effort as the number of
objects in the extended areas increase (Fig. 15).
We would like to stress that, for the number of objects
tested, the MySQL servers do not experience performance
problems; indeed, the time needed by the Updaters to

execute their range queries keeps approximately constant
independently of the number of moving objects. For a larger
number of moving objects, how to efficiently track their
locations on the proxies becomes an issue that is the focus of
other works such as DOMINO [41] (where the underlying
DMSs would be MOD databases); our distributed infrastructure greatly minimizes this problem because each
proxy handles a much smaller number of moving objects
than it would with a centralized approach.

5

RELATED WORK

While there are standardization efforts that try to tackle
some related problems from a wide perspective (e.g., [20]
defines a standard protocol for accessing location information), as far as we know there is no proposal that attempts to
define a general architecture where a variety of locationdependent queries can be performed in an efficient way.
Thus, there exist commercial applications (such as [14]) that
deal with some location-dependent aspects, but they
present many disadvantages, among which we would like
to point out the aforementioned lack of generality.
Most of the works that deal with some aspects of the
processing of location-dependent queries assume a centralized architecture where a single computer is in charge of
providing location information about all the interesting
objects. However, in our opinion, it is not convenient to
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Fig. 14. Objects scalability: object distribution.

Fig. 15. Wireless communications with the user device.

consider that assumption. The DOMINO project [41], [42]
proposes a model to represent moving objects in a database.
They focus on the problem of how to store location
information about moving objects in a database with the
goal of processing spatial and temporal queries in an
efficient way. However, they consider a centralized architecture (the location data of moving objects are available at a
single data repository). In [7], [19], [32], their main concern
is when to transmit results to a mobile host in order to
minimize communications while providing an up to date
answer to the user. However, they are not well adapted to
deal with continuous queries that ask for locations of
moving objects; they also assume that objects’ trajectories
are known by the query processor.
There are some distributed approaches such as MobiEyes
[6] and [4], [32] that rely on the processing capabilities of
moving objects to detect changes in the answer presented to
the user. These solutions have three main disadvantages,
which limit their applicability to a general environment:

.

.

They are not completely distributed because, although
they “process queries” on the moving objects
themselves, all the moving objects must communicate with a single centralized computer, which
becomes a bottleneck.
They impose strong requirements on the moving
objects, as the objects must be able to do some query
processing tasks. Thus, moving objects must be
updated with the set of queries that are relevant to
them, and they must communicate changes regarding their inclusion in the answer. However, moving
objects could be PDAs or other wireless user devices,
which have limited processing capabilities, an
expensive wireless communication medium, and a
short battery life (that drains very fast specially
when transmitting data) [13]. Therefore, this approach does not seem suitable for this context,
particularly as the number of queries increases.
Furthermore, the processing and communication
load of a moving object depends on the number
and type of queries issued into the system.
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They assume that the user is only interested in the set
of objects that satisfy certain conditions, but not in the
geographic coordinates of these objects. Therefore,
they do not allow, for example, to locate objects in
the answer on a map.
The main goal of the approach proposed in SINA [24] is
the scalability in the query processing. However, it is a
centralized approach and it does not provide locationaware answers either (their only interest is retrieving the set
of objects that satisfy the given conditions).
Traditional centralized approaches for processing moving objects queries (such as indexing objects [31] and
indexing queries [28]) can also be applied in our distributed
context by implementing these techniques on the proxies
that compose the system. Thus, these can be considered as
complementary works. Moreover, see [27] for complementary works that propose several solutions to the problem of
locating objects in a mobile environment.
Finally, in [38], they also use mobile agents to track
moving objects efficiently. However, they do not consider
location queries as their context is different: wireless sensor
networks.
.
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The use of mobile agents brings many benefits in this
context: They easily “implement” a distributed
processing among proxies, help us to optimize the
wireless communications, and support disconnected
operations.
Finally, we have evaluated experimentally the performance of our prototype, showing the precision and
scalability of the system.
Currently, we are studying the advantages that data
stream technology [2] can provide in this context. Also, we
plan to study how to deal with other location-dependent
constraints (e.g., temporal constraints and constraints that
depend on the direction of movement).
.
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